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OLD PEZ CAR

NEW PEZ CAR

You've probably heard of the new PEZ car.
But what's the story of the old PEZ car?
See page 12 for the details!
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Dear Mr. Martin,
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Welcome
newsletter # 19. This issue
begins our fourth year for TFPS! Thanks for all your
support.
Wow, the flood gates have opened on

information lately. This issue has some
incredible exclusive info about new PEZ in the
works. Don't miss the info in the PEZ NEWZ article

and the Backpage News! Thanks to Chris Dieterly,
Steve Glew, and PEZ USA for the info!
| have been
fake
investigating the issue
PEZ for some time. The article in this issue has
my
some
the
findings. | don't include names
article because am not trying to nail anyone. just
want PEZ collectors to know what is happening.
We
the ones that have to live with the problem
or stop the problem. would like to know what you
think about the subject... so write me.
hope you enjoy this issue. It has lots of
start another year!
great info. What a way
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| collect PEZ and have
would like you to know
been for about four years now and my collection
consists of about 250 dispensers. | am
currently a member of TFPS and wanted to say...
Thank you so much! Your news letters are like
diaries to me...| read them over and over. | am
going to PEZ-A-Mania 8 and am looking forward to
your “secret drawing” thanks again.
Leslie Banas
Illinois
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Several photos throughout this TFPS
newsletter are marked with this symbol. Any of
full color on the
these pictures may be viewed
TFPS webpage. www.narrowgate.net/~fliptoppez
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Thanks
This Issue's Contributors...
SwetDremes @ aol.com ...Smithsonian picture
Gene Schenberg...Prof. Candy Buyer magazine
PEZAmy83 @ aol.com...Jack the Bear
Tracy Ruff...PEZ on Tweety cartoon
Jo Ann Keys...PEZ Cursors
Michael Porter... PEZ on QVC
Deven Green...Garfield catalog
Cliff Lee...additional FLIX info
Gerad Housley...PEZ on Rosie
Maheba Merhi... Woman's Own magazine
Laura Haimes...PEZ lip gloss
PEZAmy83 @ aol.com...PEZ in a play
Deb Krewson... Crayon removal
Deven Green...Howard Stern book
Rick Roberts... Pebbles variation

Hi

Dennis.

Just got the recent issue

of Fliptop today. It’s a
dandy! Especially nice to see the tribute to Byron
on the back page. And the cover
a hoot! | see
you gave credit to Michael Garavaglia for the St.
Louis pictures, when actually, all those pictures
were taken by Bob Tipton. Boy, | bet he would like
to see a correction in the next newsletter! Also enjoyed seeing your Titanic dispensers. have seen
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the others at the Fliptop website, and
especially love the Mt. PEZMORE! Nice job on this
issue!
Eric Thorell

Grand Forks,

to
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Dear Dennis,

for

have a question
you. | bought a PEZ Yo-Yo at
| want to know
PEZ-A-Mania
history and how
worth. tried looking it up in books, but
much
couldn't find it. | would appreciate your help.
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it's

8.
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|

Leslie Banas
Desplaines, Illinois
PS, love your newsletter!

|

Leslie,

Here's what | know about the Yo-Yo's. They came
from a PEZ broker in Spain. They were supbe premiums that were given away
posed
the 1970's. The broker found a ton of them ina
warehouse. So far, no one has come up with
any documentation
prove they are from the
1970's. Some people believe they are real, some
people believe they are fake. | guess each
collector must decide for themselves. It's worth
about what you paid for it. They were selling in
Cleveland
about $10. | wouldn't expect the
value to rise anytime soon, unless proof arises
to their origin.
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Dear Dennis,
send you.
a picture | have been meaning
It is a picture of Pedro PEZ (the TFPS mascot)
during my PEZ buying trip to Canada
year.
We
stopped at a Big Boy restuarant, and Pedro
Here

is

to

last

the big fat fellow. As you can
was drawn
see, his favorite girl Britta was with him! Those
two have seen alot a miles between them. Thanks
for letting him make
the trip with me!
Gene Young

Thanks Gene. Pedro and Britta
were together again in Cleveland.
Look on page 6 to see them at
Big Fun toy store. For those of you
that don't know, Pedro is a PEZ
Pal Boy dispenser that | have
adopted as the official TFPS
mascot. Pedro travels around the
world meeting PEZheads and
joining in their
fun and adventures. Britta is a
PEZ Pal Girl

that

else

someone

started

sending around
too. If you are
going
somewhere special, and would like
to take Pedro along, please
let me know. We love to see
pictures of him in unusual
places and with famous
people.

(And PEZheads)
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Seen
color on page
of the Geary book.
GUARANTEED ORIGINAL VINTAGE PEZ ITEM!
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ONLY $10.00 PER SET
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3 SETS FOR $25.00
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INCLUDE SELF ADDRESS STAMPED ENVELOPE!
Shawn
2909 N.W. Milford Place
Blue Springs, MO 64015-2813

Peterson

yer rel,
(816) 224-3072
LGHA30A @prodigy.com
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Official Small Print Info Section

Membership
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The Fliptop

PEZ Display

to

sizes also available.
To order of for more info contact
Rich Smith
53 Witchtree Rd.
Woodstock, NY 12498
(914) 679-2026)
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overseas) Members receive
year (6 issues) of the official
TFPS newsletter, plus a member1

&

card. Individual

|
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back issues are available for
$3.00 each. Advertising rates are
as follows;

classified... free
page...$10.00
page... $20.00
full page...$30.00.
available on
Advertising space
a first come first serve basis.
TFPS reserves the right to refuse
any advertising. Ads are placed
as is. This TFPS newsletter
makes no representation and
claims no liability for advertisers
or ads placed by subscribers. To
subscribe, place an ad, ask a
question, or for more information
contact:
DENNIS MARTIN / TFPS
1\4
1\2

is

1368 Dearing Downs Circle,

Helena, AL 35080.
Phone (205) 621-4167.
email: fliptoppez @ narrowgate.net
All original articles and photos,
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and layout of this newsletter are
the property of TFPS and may not
be used, reprinted, or photocopied without prior written consent.
The Fliptop PEZervation Society
is endorsed by, but not associated
with or sponsored by PEZ Candy
Inc. PEZ is a registered trademark
of PEZ Candy Inc.
PLEASE...make out all checks
for TFPS to DENNIS MARTIN.

Deadline for next issue...

October 15th!
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Beautiful hand made wood cases that make a
handsome home for displaying your prized PEZ
collection. Slide out plexiglass front keeps the |
dust out, while at the same time providing easy |
access
dispensers. Price for unit shown (holds|
35 dispensers) is $60 plus shipping. Custom |

PEZervation Society is $18.00 per
year. ($20.00 Canada, $25.00

ship certificate
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clean price tag goop or crayon
toadvise
from several PEZheads.

off your PEZ? Here's

The Crayola company said that WD40 would take a melted
worked like a charm.
also heard that will
crayon off of PEZ, and
clean your dryer too, if a crayon happens
go through
wash
someone's pants pocket. Try spraying the mark with WD40 and
it sit for a few minutes. The
with gentle
crayon should come
rubbing with a soft toothbrush.
To remove stubborn crayon marks from the deep and
groovy parts of a PEZ stem, use Tartar-Control Crest Toothtoothbrush. The mildly abrasive formula will gently lift
paste on
the crayon markings.
You can also use Goof Off brand gunk remover...but be
careful. This stuff can eat many types
plastic.
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Cleveland has come and gone. There are many memories and stories from
the convention that could tell. But we've all heard the old saying "A picture
worth a thousand words". Well, | have decided to let the pictures, and some
the convention goers, tell the story. The collector's comments
this article
were taken from Cliff Lee's PEZhead email list.
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PEZ-A-Mania

8....Sights and Memories

Wednesday morning, Jill Cohen and the PEZcar
were on Cleveland’s Channel 5 ABC affiliate on the
“Morning Exchange” show. Friday moming, Cliff Lee
too made
special TV appearance with the car.
The media coverage obviously helped. This show
brought in more collectors than ever! Thursday
afternoon there was already over 100 registrants at
the convention, and a lot of rooms were open

a

Thursday night!

Me and Wendy Kaufman...The Snapple Lady!

aon card. of only 5 sent
for the charity raffles.

“During room hopping, we stopped by Steve Glews
room. Being in a dark room with perhaps 1000 or
more glowing ghosts was totally cool! Getting a
chance
speak on television for Jill’s convention
was really a treat! Plus | had a blast putting on a
seminar for new collectors. Things of note were a
PEZPal Maharajah with black face (on two different dealer's tables), and white new Regular that was
completely flat and blank on both sides! also loved
the Pringles can with the killer 3-D PEZ sticker."
Cliff Lee

Bubbleman

One

Inc.

to
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Friday, as more PEZheads arrived, they were
greeted by Cliff Lee's PEZ car. There was a permafront of the hotel...and camera flashes
nent crowd
were so common they soon went unnoticed.
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"The PEZ Car was way cool. It looks much
in person than
does
pictures."

it in

Every registrant picked

up

&

Gerhard's rare Arithmetic mint
original

in

bag!
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Cliff Lee and

ih
Amy
Forsyth
ae

Kelley Philipovich

their

as the entered the hotel.

Markus

cooler

ee

In

convention pack
this year's PEZ-A-

8

a

Mania tote bags were: A PEZ-A-Mania
pin,
Body Part MOC, a new PEZ bubble wand or
flashlight MOC, a PEZ-A-Mania postcard, a
vintage PEZ tattoo, a vintage PEZ sticker
insert, and a pack of candy with a custom
wrapper made for PEZ-A-Mania 8. The candy
wrappers were made by Stuart Cartwright. Stuart
also outdid himself with the convention logo
design that was on the shirts and bags. Steve
Glew donated
tons of Body Parts that were
in the registration bags. Also, Gerhard and
Markus provided the stickers that we used
the registration packs.
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Original Asterix display box...rare and expensive!

Red Conroy selling TONS of PEZ

Then,
really
into gear! Jill tried
first two floors which
to put all of the dealers on
really made
more convenient, but there were still
a few people on the upper floors. The list posted in
the hallway showed over 25 hotel rooms opened for
PEZ business!
room hopping

it

swung

the

“Friday afternoon, a few of us took a break from
room hopping and visited a Cleveland store called
Big Fun. had heard about the store before. | had
always wondered why people would give up good
room hopping time to go to a store. Well, | have
seen the light! | will never go to another Cleveland

|

David Welch's Indian tribe

show without

visiting

Big

Fun...and | recommend

BINGO

prizes

by PEZ

the same

for all of you! This

collectible toy store
have old PEZ,
Canadian PEZ, and current PEZ. But they also
have almost everything in the world that could be
classified as FUN... from goofy trinkets to mint
vintage toys. You could make several trips and
the great toys and stuff here. is not
never see
to be missed."
Dennis Martin
almost defies description. Yes, they

all

It

Note: There is big PEZ news from Big Fun. See
the back page for more details!)
Friday afternoon, for the first time, PEZneads had
the opportunity to participate in some PEZ seminars. Amy Forsyth did a great job organizing allof
the seminars with help from Cliff Lee, Louis Apolodo,
Maryann Kennedy, Vince Romano, Karen Cooper,
Steve Glew, David Welch, Johann Patek, Deb
Krewson and Jeff Yerkes. The seminars were big
success and a great addition to the convention.

.

:

Big Fun toy store. Don't miss this on your next trip
to Cleveland

Continued on next page

Increasing the odds at BINGO

Jill

Cohen

Three pictures of Joe Comeau's
awesome vintage dispensers on
original cards. Joe had a room full of
these old PEZ on very colorful and
well preserved cards. Believe
me... They were great!

&
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tomes

jar

Licensed Peter PEZ cookie
available
exclusively from Peter and Mark. Visit the
Cookie Jars Inc. webpage
more info.

for

Friday evening, the BINGO hall was so

packed

full of

PEZheads that some

people were sitting on the floor along
the walls! According to Jill Cohen, there
were 1500 participants. And they were
competing for some neat BINGO items.
Included
the bounty was 5 Bubbleman
limited edition card.
dispensers on
These unique items, the only 5
Bubbleman dispensers ever mounted on
cards, were donated by PEZ Inc. The
company also sent an autographed
Garfield dispenser to be auctioned for
charity. Garfield creator Jim Davis signed
the item during a candy trade show
earlier this year. The charity auctions
and raffles raised $1523 for Multiple
Sclerosis. After BINGO, room hopping
continued until late in the night.

in

the

Pedro

and

Britta

in

the "PEZ window"

"Like last year, a bunch of us met and
wondered
to Denny’s for a late night
snack Friday night. Let me just say that
if none of you have had
pleasure of
hangin’ out with Gene Young, you're

at the Big store!
Fun

over

the

really missing out. He is a laugh a
minute and
over all good guy."
Vince Romano

an

Brian Gochal and Mary Thronson and
Karen Cooper opened up their room for
the first time after BINGO. Wow, was
that room packed! They were selling
stuff as fast as they could unload
from
boxes.

it

Mary Thronson had a wonderful memory
book with photographs from the conventions that she has attended.
was just
super

It

!

Amy

Forsyth

Many dealers had the PEZ Yo-Yo's for sale

At the show Saturday, just about
anything PEZ could be found! There were

about 55 dealer tables, so there was
plenty to go around.

Sue Rudnicki was selling really fun PEZ
dispenser pins that she had made. They
were PEZ dispensers that had been
sliced perfectly straight and smooth with

a bandsaw down the center of the head
and the stem-seam. A pin was glued
onto it, so you could wear this cool, flat,
1/2 of a dispenser!
Kelley Philipovich had some great
fantasy PEZ necklaces that she had

During the show, one

PEZ

a
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Chris Dieterly was giving out special
PEZ-A-Mania editions of his price guides
for free, and they disappeared fast!

"The PEZ convention
great because
it's a situation where pretty much
everybody “geis it”! If only the rest of

Steve Glew was giving away a free Body
Parts with every $10 purchase.

Markus' room

collector

reproductions of PEZ heads...Giraffe,
Cow etc. heard that she also had homemade lollipops made with PEZ candies
in them.

|

&

a dollar bin! It
was
pink stem Valentine Heart. Think
about it...have you ever seen a pink
stem on the Hearts? No one else had
either. It also had a pink cap that the
heart was glued to, so it wasn't a stem
swap. Nearly every dealer in the place
concluded that it was authentic PEZ
and is seemingly very unique.

made an unusual find

"Speaking of totally cool PEZ items...!
the auction a custom carded
Psychedelic Eye PEZ created by the
EXTREMELY
talented’ Stuart
Cartwright."
Gene Young

made. They were very accurate

A cool PEZ duffle bag in Gerhard

won

in
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the world were this way."
Michael Porter

|

couldn't have said

it

Wendy Kaufman wins a

mega

raffle! She also

BINGO. How lucky can

better myself.

©

you

get?!

won at

Stuart Cartwright...PEZ-A-Mania logo designer
Great old store display for sale in Michele
Lorenz's room

"Bat" and Ball

Michele

at

& Linda Adams look
pictures from Michele's
Africa trip. Michele looked and looked, but she saw no
Kooky Zoo animals while on Safari.

Gene

Young's very creative
jeweled dispensers

Participants of the PEZ seminars

nee

Some

rare items from Michele

Lorenz's room

Shopping 'till they drop!

One of SEVERAL Make-A-Face

dispensers

PEZ IN PRINT
The September 1998 issue of
Playboy pokes fun at PEZ. In an
article about Viagra, there is a
drawing of a Playboy Bunny PEZ
dispenser spitting out Viagra pills.

At one point in Howard Stern’s
book Miss America, he is
pretending to be singer Micheal
Jackson. He writes; “A lot of
children do come to my house for
candy, PEZ, chocolate and

checks"

TV AND MOVIE PEZ
The new Leslie Nielsen movie
Wrongfully Accused has a
it! The
Bubbleman dispenser
shows
Mission
in
Leslie
preview
a
Impossible spoof. He tries to grab
a bunch of stuff in his pocket
before
all falls to the ground and
the
sets off the alarm. Included
stuff is a Bubbleman dispenser!
It's a quick shot...but | still can't
wait to see a ten foot Bubbleman
on the big screen! By the way, the
producersof the film did contact
PEZ and asked
a dispenser
to use in the movie. Officials at
the factory in Connecticut chose
the Bubbleman because they
thought his character sort of fit
Leslie Nielsons. According to
PEZ CandyInc, the producers

in

it

issue ofThe
Professional Candy Buyer had a
small mention about the new
Garfield PEZ. The small column
mentions
of the new Garfield
The May/June 1998

all

dispensers
first

and

list

stems. It goes on
all the
details about how PEZ are sold
to

wholesale.

for

NEWZ

saysthat it's the

line available retail with neon

The Garfield Stuff Back

To

School

catalog includes the 5 news

Garfield dispensers. They sell for

PEZ

is

included

in

loved

the

list, as is

razor blades, inkjet printers, and
Kleenex.

latest Lillian

Vernon catalog
has a neat collectible
keychain shelf for sale. Kids can

The

(Vol. 807)
hang

their fun

keychains on little

wooden pegs. And pictured on the
the catalog are the Basic
rack
Fun PEZ Keychains! Item #
628UZE in the catalog is 4
keychains, including one PEZ
keychain.

in

This work of art is part of a
magazine ad for The Smithsonian
Institute. Although impossible to
make out atthis magnification, the
art, titled “Game Fish”, by Larry
Fuente, is made up of hundreds
of smaller objects. And sure
enough, a Donald Duck PEZ
included!
dispenser

is

(the

The PEZ museum
most publicized PEZ location ever...in my
opinion!) has been featured on
Netscape’s What's Cool page un-

der the heading

“Fetish
Dispatch”. The What's Cool page
is: http://home.netscape.com/
netcenter/cool.html

$6.95 for the set and come with
candy refills. To order, calltoll-free
1-888-274-PAWS (7297) and ask
for item #401865.

The August 1998 issue of Beckett
Hot Toys magazine has a 3 page
PEZarticle by Gary Doss.

In the Woman's Own

magazine

there is a regular article called
“Money Matters”. In the August
1998 issue, the headline under
this article was "Get Cash for Your
Trash." In the article, a set of Tom
and Jerry n/f dispensers are
listed as an
pictured and PEZ
“in” collectible.

is

The fall issue of Country
Collectibles magazine has a PEZ
article worth checking out.

If you pick up

the August 1998 issue of GQ
magazine there is a PEZ mention.
The article talks about devices
that you buy once, and then are
hooked on
device's supplies.

designer showcase kitchen

In

the

the interior design
Kitchens and Home
Remodeling, you will have a PEZ
sighting. On page 157 there is a

book called,

arrangement, and on top of the
are 18-20 PEZ dispensers! Most are currents, except for
counter

an

in

Orange dispenser.

it!

Leslie Nielson isn't the only one
enjoying PEZ on screen lately. In
the movie Jack the Bear, a kid
dumps out his Halloween candy...
and
the pile is a no-foot PEZ
Girl dispenser!

in

On July 18th, Tracy Ruff spotted
a PEZ on a Tweety and
Sylvester cartoon. Tracy writes
that

one

it was

of the characters(I think

supposed

nephew)

was

to

be Granny's

eating candy out of

some kind of big scary monster
PEZ dispenser. Thanksfor the tip

Tracy!

In

late July, cable

QVC

TV

channel

was selling some collectible

keychains.

In

the assortment

were the new PEZ keychains! The
host of the show
"...and you
lots of people out
know, there
there that collect PEZ dispensers.” The host then tried to open
the PEZ keychain, and couldn’t do
it! It was also funny to hear him
call Peter PEZ “Bozo the clown!"

said
are

PEZ was mentioned recently on
the Comedy Central gameshow
Win Ben Stein’s Money.One of
the contestants named Max

to

be a collector of PEZ
dispensers. Max didn't win the
show, but he represented us

claimed

PEZheadswell!

On August 11th, Regis Philbin
was the guest on the Rosie

O'donnell show. During the interview, he commented on
of
her toys on her desk. The camera Zoomed
on the desk, and
you could plainly see a She-Saur
PEZ as part of her collection!

all
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Nancy Yarbourgh reports that a
collectibles show on The Home
and Garden Channel visited the
Burlingame PEZ museum last
month. (Sorry, | don't know the
name...! think it's What's Your
Hobby) They filmed for several

temporary tattoos designed by
Williams. They sell for 2 for
$1. Just email pez @pinn.net
reserve yours now.
Rob

and

to

PEZ ON WHEELS
The Johnny Lightning Cars
are out now...but the PEZ race car
from that series has yet to be
found. (If you don't know, Play Pal
Toys is making some collectible
toy race cars featuring cereal,
candy and beverage logos. PEZ
is one of the cars in the candy
series.) The PEZ car is supposed
to be part of the second set. They
sell for about $4 each, and can
be found at most toy and department stores.

Scooby with

candy cane.

POWER PEZ WANNABES
the
look out for a set of
new candy dispensers called
Be on

"SPITTER dispensers”. They
are motorized SweetTarts
dispenser made by Tapper

Candies. You push a button on
the dispenser top,
and SweetTart
candy shoots
out of the
bugs mouth.

Available

now are a
red fire Ant,
a yellow Hornet, or green

Grasshopper.

NEW PEZIN "STORE"

hours for an eight minute

Joe Somers has opened a PEZ

Look at Toys R Us or Walmart
for these new items.

in the

located at 3819 N. Lincoln Ave.
That's just one and
half blocks

In

to

air
segment that is supposed
new fall season sometime
around September. Keep your
eyes open for this...it should be
great!
ABC's The Drew Carey Show
mentioned PEZ in late August.
The character Mimi had
friend
that said "I've been popping
steroids all day like they were
PEZ!" That's kind
appropriate,
since the show
set in Cleveland, the home
the PEZ-AMania convention.

a

store in Chicago.

a

Cable network TNT's Saturday
late night show, Monster Vision
included PEZ as part of their set.
On a table
the background
a
whole set of Halloween PEZ!
During the show, the host even
eats from them from time to time.

in
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North of Addison on Lincoln Ave.
The hours are: Wed.-Fri. 1-7,
Sat.-Sun. 11 -6. If you want direc-

tions, just contact Joe at (773)
832-9261 or FAX (773) 832-9262
email:somersjm @ enteract.com
http:/www.somerszoo.com

of

is
of

Somers Zoo

SOMETHING NEW
IN BEDROCK
Take note of these recently
noticed Pebbles variations. One
has a pink bow with a V shaped
hairline, the other has a white bow
with a U shaped hairline. The pink
bow
the more common one.

is

PEZ ON STAGE
the play | Love You,

You're

Perfect, Now Change, there's a
song that mentions PEZ. In the
song Marriage Tango, the lyrics
say “I picked up Batman, PEZ,
and Slinkies, Power Rangers,
Trolls

and

Twinkies.”

PEZ LIGHTS UP YOUR LIFE
Last year | showed you a neat
custom PEZ matchbox made by
Cathy Simutis. Well, her creative

juices are

still flowing.

|

FLIX

statement? How about a PEZ

tattoo!

These

arefull color 2"x2"

to

YA

in

Coyote, Road Runner and
Marvin the Martian. They
retail for about $7.00.
THE

Many

SEARCH

IS ON

people have been talking

about the

monochromatic

Regulars. What are they? They
the re-released
are a variation

of

penser

The people that brought you Toy
Story have a new film on the
way...A BugsLife. In conjunction
with the new animated movie, cool
looking FLIX are currently being
packed and shipped. They should
be showing up on the shelves
soon. FLIX is confirming that the

have 2 characters, and the soon
be released
Scooby series will have 4
characters: Scooby with tongue,
with flowers, with Christmas hat

IT TO

with

Pep-

the same color as the outer
sleeve. In other words, if the dis-

2 animated PEZ cursors!

will

HAND

permint candy. The mono-Regulars have inner sleeves that are

under“new stuff" and you will find

series

GOTTA

The Cap Toys Candy Handers
are shipping now and have begun
to show up
stores. These are
the battery operated table top
dispensers that feature Wile. E.

Regular dispensers

PEZ CURSORS
If you are looking for some PEZ
stuff to spice up your computer...

Bugs

neat items!

Cathy Simutis
1707 Escalante SW
Albuqurque, NM 87104
email: clsimutis @aol.com

Cathy now

has available custom PEZ light
switches covers! These covers
are awesome. have my peppermint cover in my PEZ room, and

log on to http://members.
sonetcom.com/suzisstuff/. Click

GIMME SOME SKIN
Looking for a way to make a PEZ

one of these

really finishes out the decor.
They are available in most flavors
except kosher. (Too hardto find.)
Contact Cathy today to be the first
PEZcollector in your town to
get
it

is red,the inner cartridge

that holds the PEZ is molded
from the same red plastic. These
mono-Regulars were part of the
initial run 3 years ago. At some
point early on, PEZ Candy
stopped making the inner
sleeves out of colored plastic
and went to white plastic, like all
the other dispensers sold today.
These monochromatic versions
are not being made anymore,
and are very hard
find. Very
few people have complete sets,
and most people can't even find
one. So be sure to look close

to

at

Cont. on next page.

fe 2

PEZ Newz Cont. from page 9.

those peppermint dispensers
the next time you see them. You
might just find a rare variation!
LIP SMACKIN' GOOD
Bonne Bell cosmetics is advertising a PEZ flavored lip gloss. An
ad in Seventeen magazine reads:
"Bonne Bell's Lip Lites Liquid
Lipstick in PEZ-a shimmery pink
lip color-smells just like Seinfela’s
favorite candy." The word from

are

pany makes several other

candy related items. One of
their other products is little
plastic fruit shaped bottles
filled with candy powder.
That's where the confusion

comes in. The top card in
this picture is the one that
the Fun Flips discomes
penser packaging.
doesn't really picture the
Fun
Flips as they really
appear. Just fruit with

on

lower card,

the one that comes on the
fruit shaped bottles, is the
card that actually pictures
the Fun Flip characters. |
don't understand why they
show product one on product two's card. Weird.

it

to

if

it

ucts at larger department and
drug

stores.

SEE WITH YOUR OWN EYES
PEZ said they were going to sell
the “Limited Edition" color
variations. Many people didn't
believe it. But, here's proof. The
picture below was taken at the
PEZ factory in Connecticut. It

shows most of the color variations
that they are going to sell. They

are scheduled be sold on the PEZ
website starting sometime

this

See page 20 for more
info, and a first look at more
new PEZstuff!
month.

trading throughout

the afternoon.

SEEING RED

It

a
arms. But the

PEZ..."We don't know anything
about these. This isn't a licensed
item, so we don't know how long
these will be on the shelves...or
they will make
to the shelves at
all." The new flavor isn't listed on
the Bonne Bell webpage, and |
have
yet see in any stores.
You can look for Bonne Bell prod-

Toms etc. Jim Presnal, organizer of the LA PEZ convention,
gave attendees a sneak peek
at some of next years convention prizes. (Original Psychedelic Eye, Pilgrim, Annie,
Softhead Penguin & others.)
Rob Yarak showed off his
Disney softheads and Vuchko
wolf. There were door prizes and

PACKAGING CONFUSION
all probably familiar
with the PEZ-like Fun Flips dispensers by Alberts. That comWe

you haven't seen the new
Disney header cards yet, here's
instead
a look. They are now
of blue, and Daisy and Minnie
have joined the gang. | haven't
seen them in the stores yet. |
picked this one at at the Cleveland Convention. But | have been
told they will be in stores soon.
You may
notice that the
If

red

Head Rooster, yellow Head

Rooster, all of the Die-Cuts,
Monsters, Eerie Spectres and on
and on. And Melody Clark had
a bunch of temporary PEZ
tattoos that she was sticking on
everyone. After a great ham-

also

word "Disney" isn't on the card,
rather the newer “Mickey for
Kids" logo is now used.

NW PEZ GATHERING
The NW PEZ Gathering took
place this past July 25 in
Puyallup, Washington. Mike and
Michelle Miller were the hosts, and
Mike and Michelle Pettie opened
up their home for the event.
Dozens of PEZheads made

the

they

did.
trip, and they were glad
In addition to raffles throughout

the day, every person there went
with at least one goodie
bag! Wendy and Luke Mosiman
donated artwork for some limited
edition PEZ dispensers. Steve
and Kathy Glew donated bunches
of goodies including Body Parts

home

(150 of them) price guides,
inserts, and candy. Also, Drew
Becker donated lots of PEZ
candy, and Bob and Faye Tipton
made nice name
pins.
Joe Britcher made a hit with a
suitcase of old PEZ...including a
mint Bride and Groom set! He
also had 3 Snow Whites, 2
Tinkerbells, Ponies, green

tag

burger lunch, the PEZheads had

a PEZ
with

cake

for dessert,

topped

several PEZ dispensers.

of

Some
the prizes included:
PEZ ties, n/f PEZ dispensers,
PEZ Money Clips, Less than
Jake CD’s and Less than Jake
pop guns, Body Parts, MMM
whistles, Asterix, Smurf ball
games and Pink Panthers.

CALIFORNIA PEZ
GATHERING
Valarie Miller was the host for a
PEZ gathering at the Sizzler in
Torrance, CA August 1st.
There was a MGM comparison

session,

where everyone
compared their Jerrys, Tuffys,

PEZ JUNIOR
year old daughter Katie has
been begging me for some time
to put her in the newsletter. So,
making good on my fatherly
promise, here she is with her own

8

My

PEZ.

Oh Dear...They're Clear!
Hot PEZ
Really

Newz!

OK, you've seen the Holiday color
variations that are coming from PEZ. But the
newest thing to come from hot injection
mold may be hard to see
all. Coming soon,
CLEAR’ PEZ DISPENSERS! This
big news
that is just now developing... but here is what
we know
so far.

at

is

The idea started back when the
one-of-a-kind clear Yoda appeared
the San
Jose PEZ convention last year. A request was
supposedly presented to the PEZ factory to
do a limited run of clear Icee Bears. The

at

it

factory said no because
would involve an
entirely different kind of plastic and it was a
very difficult process. So the hope of seeing
(or not seeing) clear dispensers was
forgotten... for awhile.
But, unknown
anyone, the factory
did get some of the plastic and began testing
the process. At first, there were injection
problems and air bubble problems. But over
time, the factory eventually worked
out, and
clear dispenser. The
successfully made

to

a

it

manufacturer says that they

made

a

dispenser that

: wee ——
|

is

finally
"...clear like glass."
have

The day after heard about
these rumored dispensers, got a call
|

in

|

from PEZ Candy
Connecticut. They
informed me that PEZ Candy has indeed been working on
clear head
dispensers for some time, and they will
be available directly from the company.
So, what was originally just
a rumor has officially become a whole
new series from PEZ. These clear
heads, calledCrystals, are going to be
the 4 Ghosts and the 4 Kooky Zoo
animals (no Koala). Ritchie Belyski
reported that the stems would be clear
also, but that
incorrect. They will be
sold everywhere in the world with
regular neon stems.
Each head will be perfectly
clear, and will have the painted details

the

Pesos

86

namie

an

So, Sten are
as

fy

oS

is

and decals that the standard
versions have. The dispensers will be
sold on the official PEZ Candy
webpage, but the company has not announced a release date yet. TFPS will
have more news on these dispensers as

it

E-MAIL ADDRESS

develops.

a

is

a flyer from M & J Variety showing the upcoming PEZ licensed products.
Find out more about these items on the

This

Back Page.

,

rbarr@netcom.ca

NOW AVAILABLE...
GLOWING GHOSTS
SET OF 4 ONLY $18 SHIPPED
(ADD $2 SHIPPING FOR MORE THAN

1

SET)

Ron Barr

692 Hiawatha Blvd.

Ancaster, Ontario Canada L9G 3A5
rbarr@netcom.ca

http://www. weselltoys.com

NINTENDO PEZ DISPENSERS...COMING OCTOBER

1st

We

that PEZ came to
all know
But wasn't
in

it
the United States 1952.
until a year later that PEZ was introduced
to Canada. It's kind of ironic though,
because these days it seems Canada
gets new dispensers long before the US!
Anyway, when PEZ opened the
Canadian market, the inventor of PEZ
candy, Mr. Eduard Haas, traveled to North
America to oversee the move. During his
visit Mr. Haas selected one man, former
Czechoslovakian Fred Kertesz, to be in
charge of the Canadian distribution.
These photos highlight that trip
and the early introduction of PEZ into
Canada. They are snapshots of trade
shows, publicity pictures, and even some
personal momentos from the Kertesz

family.

At least one of the photos said
back...but
"taken by Eduard Haas" on
be
may
of
these
him. It's
more
wife, Rita,
Eduard's
that
to
interesting see
She even
business.
the
involved
was so
PEZ
the
posed as
girl!
The other PEZ girl in the Niagra Rita
Falls photos, known only as "Tilly", may
be related to Fred, perhaps his wife or
daughter.
One of the most interesting
artifacts in this collection is the PEZ doll.
The little German doll was designed to
be a PEZ mascot. (See letter) | guess
didn't make it into mass production,
because very few of them have ever been
the possession of
seen. This one was
the Kertesz family until just recently.
Here's what they wrote about it:
"A light blue transparent U.S. Zone
Regular with white cap sits in the gold
base, then the doll sits over it."
The doll is about 8 inches tall and

also

the

by

in

oe

ia

¥

Haas with the Kertesz family
(taken By Eduard Haas)

it

in

at

Rita Haas
a Niagra Falls
publicity event-1953

entirely

of fabric. You can tell by
that it is very old. Under the
dolls skirt, her torso is a leather sleeve
that is open on the bottom. It is the
perfect size to slide over a PEZ
made

looking

atit

Regular.

Fred remained the sole
Canadian importer and distributer
for PEZ for about four years, but
then he died suddenly in 1957. But,
thanks to these pictures, at least a
part of PEZ history
Thanks to
photograph

John
these

will live

Laspina
amazing

on.

for letting me
pieces of PEZ

history!
(Additional reference: Collecting PEZ by David Welch, p. 112.)

Rita

&

Tilly

Rita Haas and unknown couple-1953
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early introduction of PEZ to Canada. In

the close-up below, you can make out the
case packed with Full Body Santa's and
Space Trooper dispensers!
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Fred introduces PEZ
retailers
Canada. You can see several
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TROUBLE

Problems

The Story Of Serious Fake PEZ
by Dennis Martin

If you have my PEZ video, you
have seen the commercial for Seinfeld. In

is

that commercial, a Bunny PEZ
on screen
at the exact moment that Elaine is heard
saying “Fake, fake, fake, fake”. It didn’t
hit me until I started writing this article, but
that one scene has haunting roots of irony.

Over the past year...several different
people have told me they had suspensions
about their PEZ dispensers. I didn’t want to

believe them. In fact...I didn’t believe
them. But, after the Cleveland PEZ
convention....I became convinced that

was

true. I

it
am convinced that there are large

amounts of forged PEZ dispensers
infiltrating the PEZ collecting hobby. I’m
not talking stem switching or weird color
variation. I mean dispensers that are

off

as vintage.
freshly molded... and passed
It began to become clear to me because of
the Orange dispenser.

“ORANGE” YOU CURIOUS?
The Orange dispenser has become
increasing hard to find. And because of
this, the price has risen dramatically. They
now sell for $350 and up. At the conven-

tions that I have attended in the past 3 years...
this dispenser has been hard to come by. But
this year in Cleveland... I counted no less
than 30 Orange dispensers! Sure, one dealer
explained it with “...There are finds of stuff
all the time”. That’s one explanation... even
though no one has ever admitted to such
a find. But, nearly every Orange I saw in

Cleveland... almost every one, was in

perfect condition... and they were

exactly the same color! No fading, no
color deviation, nothing. All the same color
and all perfect. This struck me as odd, that
in nearly
find dispenser suddenly
ahard

is

to

every dealer’s room, and they all seemed
to be perfect clones. Now, I have no

evidence

that

these

Oranges

are

fake. No one would admit to that. But,
it’s something that got me thinking. And I
wasn’t the only one. Many collectors are

simultaneously

I even saw

one

seeing

the

collector sniff an

light.

old PEZ

Pal and jokingly say...’Mmmm factory
fresh!”

“WITCH” ONE IS REAL?
Here’s another clue. One dealer from
Europe had a Witch Regular dispenser in
his room in Cleveland. This is the “rare”
black and orange Regular with the witch on
the side. The dispenser had a tag that said
“Original”. Why? Did the dealer know that
there were fake Witch Regulars out there?
He had
or he wouldn’t have labeled this
one an original. One source told me straight
out that another dealer received “several”
Witch Regulars recently. That’s odd
self... since these are supposed to be quite
rare. This dealer reportedly questioned the
validity of these pieces... and spent several
hundred dollars having them tested. I don’t
know the results of the tests, but I was told
the dealer wasn’t satisfied enough to keep
them... and he returned them
original

for sale from multiple dealers recently. One
collector said they had an opportunity to buy
20 of each!
And here’s a bombshell. It is
reported from a reliable source that a
former

to,

in

to

it-

the

owner.

A well known collector wrote to
that
they had seen certain dealers, at
say
both the San Jose Convention in 1997 and
older
in LA
year, with very large bags
PEZ heads and stems. Yes, heads in one
another, and the dealbag and the stems
ers were just popping them together themselves! The “rare” Cowboy dispenser was a
part of this bag-o-plenty stash.

of

this

in

_

“very

high level” PEZ employee

is

making and selling advertising regulars!
They are simply old PEZ regulars with
advertisements silk screened on the side.
We all know that Advertising regulars sell
for quite a bit more than your run-of-themill Regular. A PEZ dealer that we all know
was sent a bag of these not too long ago.
The dealer reportedly returned them to the

“artist”. Are we going to have to demand that
an item is “scuffed up” a bit in order to
believe it’s genuine? (Of course dealers of
fake PEZ could just scuff up their new stuff.)

MOLDS
So,

if these fake PEZ are out there,

where are they coming from? Are they
being molded by someone? And where did
know that
the molds come from? We

all

has keptlousy

records about their history. We know this, because they have told
us. The company has often said that the
PEZ

collectors know more than they
do. So, what’s to say that they didn’t
keep lousy records about their mold
inventory? This is pure speculation, but isn’t
it possible that an unused mold sat in a corner for 10 years and no one noticed when
disappeared? They could have been stolen
by an employee and sold. A PEZ Candy
unlikely, but not
spokesman told me this
impossible. I’m not saying that they were
fact that one dealer
stolen, but I know for
did admit a few years ago to owning some
PEZ molds! A dealer from Germany had
pictures in Cleveland this year of head
molds
UP.
“SEAMS” TO ME SOMETHING’S
that she had gotten from former PEZ
Want more? Just last month, a PEZ employees. Most of them were missing key
collector told me they saw three parts, but one was complete.
PEZ says that when a mold for a
Maharajah dispensers in the same display
retired,
licensed character wears out or
case in a New York antique store. Not only
affidavit
to the
were they all the same color and in perfect they have to provide an
has
been
mold
the
that
shape... they all still had those little plastic license company
fake
the
dispensers
ridges from where the mold halves destroyed. But most of
meet! Wouldn’t at least one of these we are seeing are unlicensed items.
Or better yet, why use the original molds?
dispensers have some wear? It makes you
the older dispensers
wonder about some
Duplicate molds can be “reverse
that have been in abundance lately. engineered”. When Joe Walser made the
Batman with cape, the Caramel pony, clear Yodas last year, he simply made a
the Maharajahs with slightly different color mold from an existing Yoda dispenser. It
wasn’t perfect... nor was it supposed to be.
turbans than the known older ones, yellow
been But, it was very close... and with little care,
Elephant with hair etc. These have

it

is

a

is

of

all

.

it could have been perfect. It only takes
about $10,000 to $50,000 to make a simple
mold. That’s a lot of money... but
it’s nothing when you are talking about
making 500 $300 dollar dispensers!

POSSIBILITY & COLORS
And yes, molding fake PEZ can be
done. Don’t fool yourself into thinking that
it can’t. A dealer in Cleveland told me “...it
would be impossible to get the colors
right”. Come on. There are forgeries in all
aspects of collecting. Furniture, art, toys,
cards, stamps... you name
And these fakes
are so good, it takes experts to discern
them. With color matching technology of
today, the color would be the easy part.
Heck, I can go to Home Depot and have
paint mixed to the exact color with their
simple computers. (I know we
talking about paint, but you get the point.)
Most fake items are probably coming from
certain individuals, and not PEZ employees.
Legitimate PEZ are molded in one place,
assembled in another, and packaged in
another. So there would have to be many
people involved in a factory for them to
come from there. My guess
that many,
not all of these fakes, are cold molded individually by one or more persons.

it.

aren’t

is

if

GREEN SMOKE SCREEN

Here’s pretty good proof that it has
been done. A New York dealer had 5 Green
Hornet dispensers that were suspect. They

looked like any other Green Hornet

dispenser. But the slight color difference,
and the way this dealer acquired them, raised
some white flags. The dealer had them all
tested in a lab by plastics expert. Two of
the dispensers were found to have been hot
injection molded... the only process PEZ
Inc. uses. The other three were definitely
cold molded. This is a “one-at-a-time”
process that can be done in your basement.
Two
the three cold molded dispensers
conclusively came from the same cavity of
the same mold! The third could have come

of

from the same cavity after it had been
altered... possibly just cleaned. Come on
people. Not only was the mold process
wrong

on these Green Hornets, but the odds

of getting two dispensers from the same

in

hole in the same mold
one single buy are
astronomical! They may as well have been

wearing “Hello, my name is Fake”
nametags.

A

LEGITIMIZE
PIECE
And you know what. Many PEZ
dealers may be selling fake PEZ and not
even know it. (Maybe they don’t want to
know
It is really becoming apparent, that
someone
a way
getting older PEZ
into the dealers hands. How would you get
the
a fake PEZ
collecting pool? How do
you legitimize a piece that you know is
fake? An honest dealer that is handed a bag
of identical PEZ would obviously be suspicious. But let’s say you put a couple of them
in so and so’s antique store and a few of
them in what’s his name’s flea market
booth. (Remember those Maharajahs?) A
non-suspecting PEZ collector will come
along, and buy the dispensers at a good
price. He either keeps
them or sells them to
a dealer. The dealer
with the good reputation turns around and
sells them at a
convention. Boom...
those piece are now
considered legitimate
items by the collectors. If I had just made
a box full of Oranges... that’s how I could
pull it off.

it.)

has

of

in

|

FAKE PACKAGES
So you can only be sure a piece
real if it’s still in the package... right?
Well.... no. Stuart Cartwright makes perfect
fantasy cards, and glues the bubble on them.
If he can do it, why can’t someone else? If
you can print fake money these days... I know
it’s possible to print a fake PEZ card.
Gordon Simpson even had real unpunched,
unglued PEZ cards for sale in Cleveland!

is

THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING

it

I

isn’t only the dispensers!
see a lot of PEZ items in mass quantities
these days. Salesman pins for example. If
they are so limited, only given out to
salesman for gifts in the 70’s, why are there
so many of them around? On the Ebay
auction
on the internet, these things are
everywhere. Other people have expressed
concern about the paper PEZ masks. Hulk
and Spiderman are everywhere now. And one
collectors claims to have seen a binder full
of the rare Hobo masks. How about the little
dispenser shoes. The ones that I know are
old don’t have anything on the bottom. But
And

site

the

the ones that you can buy
dozen
today have big letters on the bottom. And
they are even available in designer colors!
And don’t get me started on the PEZ
Yo-Yo’s. Now, I am not confirming that any
of these items are fakes. But there seems
to be a multitude of vintage stuff available
these days.
by

IDON'T THINK SO

are

Now,

some

people

feel the reason

seeing lots of “old” items is not
because they are fake, but that people are
selling them more. They say that older PEZ
were probably turning
of a sudden,
because everyone
finding out that there
is money
they sell their old PEZ.
be had
It’s now worthwhile to dig
attic for that old box
through
of toys. Yes, I know this is
happening. But this doesn’t
explain how they can all be the
same color and condition. The
Orange dispensers in Cleveland
were virtually identical. No
fading from age or wear from
years of play. And remember
those bags of separate heads and
stems? If people were pulling outall of these
pristine items from their attics, why would
dealers separated the heads from the
stems?
we

to

up

is
if

all

the

MOUNTAIN OR MOLEHILL?
So, I seem to have asked a
of
questions. But the big question is... do you
care? For some people, it’s made in a PEZ
mold, that all that matters. Can you justify
paying high dollars for plastic candy
dispensers if there is a never ending
supply? I don’t think anyone will buy a
$1000 dispenser if they know that the price
will be $100 a year from now. Plus, a big
part of collecting the older pieces is the
history of each one. I myself am not too
keen on a vintage dispenser that only has a
history of a week or month. And really, if
it’s passed off as an old dispenser and it’s
not, that’s basically counterfeiting. If this
is happening for real, then we
all
victims. But worse than being a victim,
knowing that you were being scammed.
That kind
corruption can quickly take the
fun out of a hobby. Maybe we should just
except it and come up with a new
term...Current Vintage.
©

lot

if
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Have you ever wondered how much your favorite dispenser was worth?
Well, wonder no more.

Pez. Bi-monthly Price Guide
is Now Available!!!

Four pages of {
full color photos
in each issue.

«

PEZ.

A complete

BE-MONTHIY PRICE GLEDE

*

paige ae

'

Accurate and up ,
to date pricing.

list 4

of all Pez

;

dispensers.

:

offer dealer

We

advertising.

This is the most accurate and up to date price guide
for Pez. available.
We GUARANTEE It!!!

Subscriptions are only $20.00 a year!
This is for 6 issues, one every other month, for a year.
If you would like to subscribe, please contact:
Chris Dieterly
104 Laurel Court
Quakertown, Pa. 18951

(215)-529-5529

Web Site:

Email: CNDi@webtv net
http://‘members.tripod.com/~PriceGuide

Stay current with the Pez. Bi-monthly Price Guide.
This could be your most valuable purchase yet.

E-MAIL ADDRESS

rbarr@netcom.ca

c

SUPE R
WARNER BROS
Bugs Bunny $4
Speedy Gonzales $4
Yosemite (sh/wh) $4

|
>

M.G.M.
$4
Tuffy $4
Tom

«
*

Scrooge $4
Duck Nephew

$4

Bouncer Beagle

Sylvester (wh) $6

C3PO

TWIN PACKS

«

Tiger

*

Panda $6

Rhino

*

Donkey $6

Pluto M/Ears $4

Indian $45

NOW AVAILABLE SMURFS
set of 5 only $18
NOW AVAILABLE NEON SUPERHEROS
set of 4 only $12

Storm Trooper $4
Chewbaka « Yoda $4

-

«Clown $6

Penguin $6

$4

Webby $5

STAR WARS
Darth Vader

Parrot

$5

Gyro Gearloose $4

KOOKIE Z00
Lion $4 « Aligator $4
Hippo $4 «Koala $4
Elephant $4

Taz $4

MERRY
MUSIC MAKERS

WALT DISNEY

Jerry $4
Spike $4

Droopy

Tweety 64

for SALE

SELECTION

«

Also available...set of 5 PEZ Animal Characters

Dispenser + Body Part

Spike + Knight BP $5

OTHERS

$5
Droopy + Robin Hood BP $5
Tom + Convict BP $5
Tom + Cavalry Officer BP $5
Tuffy + Cavalry Officer BP

Candy Refills 8 Ctn
Arlene

$2.50

$4

»

Garfield w Teeth $5
Nermal $4
«

Icee Bear $5

Jerry + Robot BP $5

Charlie with Frown

Glowing Ghosts NOW AVAILABLE. Set

$8

of 4...$18

our (MOC) Pez are on European cards with 3 packs of European Rez
Please call for availability — Many of each now in stock — Unopened cases
36 available
All

}

of

RON BARR

NOW ONLINE

692 Hiawatha Blvd. (905) 648-8133
Ancaster, Ontario, Canada L9G 3A5

E-MAIL ADDRESS rbarr@netcom.ca

www.weselltoys.com

Please add $6.00 Shipping and Handling for each order
YY

Money Orders and Cheques Accepted

—

— all prices in USA funds
Cheques must clear before shipping

Dd

FOR SALE: Thor (missing part of
right wing on helmet) $225, Cocoa
Marsh Spaceman (small chip on
bottom of dark blue stem) $200,
Raven w/red beak $100, Peter Pan
(no hat) $135, Li'l Lion $135. like
to trade, so please call! Looking for
full Body Santa and Diabolic
marked "Hong Kong".

|

Swawn Peterson
(816) 224-3072 daytime phone

FOR SALE: 14 pages of current PEZ
dispensers, including many variations MIB or MOC. Also, PEZ neckties, key chains, watches, and other
PEZ related items. Prices start at
$1.00 each and low postage rates.
Send long SASE with 55¢ postage
to recieve current list to:
The Purple Cow

686 Franklin Street
Alburtis, PA 18011

D-68307

PEZ BY

CHRIS

offers

to sell

Petty

Bobby
P.O. Box

a

of

Quakertown, PA 18952
website:http://members.tripod.com/

~Dieterly

PEZ 4 Sale: Call or write

for

list.

Spleen Eck
Box 1738
Brookline, MA 02146
617-277-4091.
email:

52310
Tulsa, OK 74152-0310.
FAX: 1-918-747-3860,

email: pezpal@aol.com,
PEZ FOR SALE: Hundreds of PEZ
for sale. For sales list, please send
SASE to:
John LaSpina
P.O. Box 435
Middletown, NJ 07748

|

NEED YOUR PEZ. Buying most
older and foreign issues, loose or

also buy quantities or
collections. I'm a collector, not a

collectibles for

cash or PEZ trade: Viewmaster viewers & reels, mini plastic TV viewers,
snowglobes/snowdomes, 3D stereo
cameras & stereoviews/stereoptic

for trade

Dreamcastle

PEZ jewelry & watches, 1st series
Body Parts,kosher dispensers &
Merry Music Makers.
Diane Davison
410-486-0900
email:
ddavison @mail.bcpl.lib.md.us

FOR SALE: Replacement reflectors for your Doctor PEZ only $7.50

incl.

postage.

EDITION variations mint on
foreign striped card-$25 ea + $5 total ship and insure: Witch-yellow face,
brown hair, white hat; Witch-black

LIMITED

full line

104 Laurel Ct.

Have

a PEZ
supply list
of PEZ for sale on request. (mentioned in Welch's Collecting PEZ

.

please contact:
Chris Dieterly

cards.

ELSE,

LIKE EVERYONE
collector with extras, will

(Hayward Ca.)
email: Billips @webtv.net

and European PEZ dispensfor
sale. To place an order,
ers

PEZ

the

Bill Phillips,

rare

Trades welcome.

FOR SALE: have tons of PEZ for
sale-old to new. See listing at One
internet, or
Stop PEZ Shop on
email at:
email: garyolsen @MCI2000.com

Pgs. 100, 101,231.)

507-532-6926
email: kennedy13@juno.com

WANTED: Non

or trade. Also looking to buy certain
PEZ pieces (mostly old). Please
contact:

MOC. Will

Maryann Kennedy
409 N 5th Street
Marshall, MN 56258

spleeneatspez@mindspring.com

Mannheim, Germany.
FAX- 49621784528

(current and old)

WANTED: PEZ advertising, PEZ
display items and PEZ premiums.
Also looking for Totems, Kabayas,
Yummies, etc.

215-529-5529

Sternengasse 7

PEZ

2570 Spring Rd.
Carlisle, PA 17013

email: CND@webtv.net

FOR SALE: New Smurfs $3 each,
New Garfield $3 each, Pink Panther
$3 each, Clown Whistle $8 each,
Star Wars (Euro, card) $3 each...all
MOC. Loose: 100 common dispensers $80. (Plus shipping) Always trade,
buy, sell.
Wolfgang Chelins

HAVE

|

list and prices to:

dealer. Send
Marty Bixler

Dan Mau
815-467-1546
email: DAN8346@AOL.COM

face, white hair, orange hat;
Snowman-orange face white hat;
Snowman-yellow face, white hat;
Santa-tan face, white hat; Skullblack face, red collar, yellow eyes;

Kooky Zoo Lion-tan face, brownhair;
Kooky Zoo Elephant-pint face, black
trunk. Please send SASE for my
sales

list.

Linda Kochenburger
265 Beverly Hills Road
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
201-947-6613
email: lindapez@aol.com
WANTED: Buying PEZ, anything
PEZ, TV Pals, Yummys, Totems,

Crazy Fruits, Jay Ward & Hanna
Barbera watches, Robots, Space
& Battery Op toys-any condition.

Stan Luksenburg
21457 Lorain Rd.
Fairview Park, OH 44126
216-356-1118

Don't forget to send in YOUR
free classified ad. Take
advantage

of this opportunity

to have your ad read by PEZ
collectors all over the world!
The next deadline

is

October 15th!

BEANIE BABIES FOR SALE: We

have over 150 different Beanies in
stock...including all the retireds.
Please call for our current prices
our price
or send a large SASE
retired Beanies too.
list. We buy

all

for

.

Also paying the absolute highest
prices for the following PEZ dispensers: Regular BOX patent or
BOX trademark, Comet die cut
regular, Witch B, Lion's Club Lion,
or any Disney rubberhead.
Hall of Fame Sports
9 Main St.
Warwick, NY 10990
914-987-2323 (11am-6pm EST)
FOR SALE: Mickey Mouse, Minnie
Mouse and Winnie the Pooh FLIX
blister packs. $10.00
dispenser
each or set
3 for 28.00 plus 5.00

in

of

postage.
Peggy Arbogast
R.R.#1 Box 50
Mt.Pleasant Mills, PA 17853
717-539-8119

WANTED: Hat for Popeye B. Will
pay good money.
Adam Glick
833 Fritzler Drive
Saginaw, MI 48609
517-781-1347

HALLMARK PEZ ORNAMENT
FOR SALE: Santa PEZ Hallmark
Christmas ornaments, mint in mint
box, dated 1995, $11 each.
Snowman PEZ Hallmark Christmas
ornaments, mint in mint box, dated
1996, $11 each. PLEASE ADD $3
FOR SHIPPING IN US (more out-

side US).
Karen Robinson

19046 Bruce B. Downs Blvd#123
Tampa, FL 33647

email: klrinfo @gte.net

MEXICAN CARDED PEZ FOR
SALE: | have PEZ MOC from Mexico
for sale. These are on the New EuroGraphics cards and include sets
such as Kooky Zoo, MGM,
Ducktales, and WB. Each dispenser
comes with orange and strawberry
“smiley” candy, and the importation
and

ingredient information in Span-

Interesting stem colour variations. For info please send a

ish.

SASE

to:

Mark Devitt,
3823 Clark St., Montreal QC.
Canada, H2W 1W4
email:mdevit @ po-box.mcgill.ca

WANTED: Back issues of S.J Glew
PEZ Handbook" issues 1 thru 9.
Also looking for a hat for Jiminy
Cricket and an earring for the
Mexican PEZ Pal.
J. Davis
PO Box 574
Ortonville, Ml 48462-0574

(810)636-8697

SUBSCRIBE TO THE BIMONTHLY PEZ PRICE GUIDE!
Keep
to date on
the latest PEZ
prices! $20 for 6 issues! Subscribe

all

up

to:

Quakertown, PA 18952

215-529-5529
email: CND @webtv.net

can also subscribe online at:

http:/members.tripod.com/~priceguide
THE PEZ® PALACE
open

Gates now

to

visitors. Current American,

as

MGM, Smurfs, Duck Tales

Japanese, European and Canadian
find dispensers
dispensers. Hard
such

if

Jack Canning

619-696-0643 after 59m PST
email: pezdiego@juno.com

FOR SALE: FLIX MOC. Both Street
Sharks with Arms, Mask and Milo.
All Sets $7.00 plus. $3.00 priorty
mail. Looking for M&M Items &
Coca-Cola Items. Please send
inquirys to:

Cindy Hubschmitt
Box 116, Ingraham Rd.
Oxford, NY 13830
email: hubscmit@norwich.net

Chris Dieterly
104 Laurel Ct.

You

day. A $200 non-refundable deposit
is required. If you have any questions, or you wish to make a reservation, please contact me:

to

and Body Parts packed and ready
to go. http://www.pezworld.com/
pezpalace or send a SASE
our

for

inventory list.
THE PEZ® PALACE
10736 Jefferson Blvd. #514
Culver City, CA 90230

ASTERIX

in

SMURF now
stock
and ready to ship. Buy/sell/trade
wide variety of toys and collectibles
Including PEZ, Soaky Bottles, Car
Transporters, Dinky, Corgi, Tin,
Wind-Up, Push Puppets, Die Cast,
Older Collectibles, etc. Wholesale
PEZ cases available...ask for prices.
&

Ron Barr
692 Hiawatha Blvd., Ancaster,
Ontario Canada L9G 3A5

rbarr@netcom.ca

http://www.wesellitoys.com

and Groom for Rent
have been looking for a place
that you can rent the authentic PEZ
Pal Bride and Groom, you finally
have found it! Here is your chance
to rent the handsome couple for
your wedding or any function you
are planning. The Bride and Groom
come
an attractive 4"x 4" acrylic
display case that will fit on any
cake
top or table. The display looks
like an outdoor garden wedding with
a white wrought iron picket fence
on three sides. In the front are three
PEZ Bride

If you

in

at

flower arrangements
the attractive
couple’s feet. Rental cost is $200
per day plus transportation. Provide
me with a round trip ticket from San
Diego to the wedding
| will fly
the Bride and Groom PEZ Pals
attend the reception and return them.
Plan early and reserve your special

site.

in,

Giant custom PEZ Witch guarding

the halls at the Cleveland
Convention. You could

even

tilt

the head back and get a free pack
of PEZ candy!

NEWS

BACKPACE

23) Stuff!

New

RE
the
it is the
the
the pumpkin
Glowing Ghosts series. This new
Jack-o-lantern comes on a neon

on the top. As speculated,

same

ee rere?cor
ewe

head

as

in

green stem.

Spring 1999...
Also in the spring, there will be
the Easter assortment. As
changes
you can see, the Bunny has been
totally revised. Plus, the lambs eyes

to

be changed. Instead of dots, the
eyes will be virtually identical to the
eyes on the new Bunny. The shell on
the Chick has also been re-worked to
look more like an egg instead of the
teeth on a saw blade.

|

will undergo major revisions.
Spiderman will also be updated.
assume
will have larger head
and eyes. Also, Wolverine will join

he

the superheros line!

will

e

Polar
Price
PRT
PEZ
This time table is based on confirmed information from PEZ USA.
mind that while most
Please keep
of these items are a done deal, PEZ
can make last minute changes that
could effect this news.

in

This is a picture of a recently
licensed Hulk. Could this be the
likeness of anew PEZ?

September 1998...
The new Garfield dispensers are

available all over the country by now.

October 1999...
The Ghost dispensers will show
up in the United States as part of
the Halloween assortments. But
the US version will NOT glow in
Cool, another variation.

December 1998...
Here's a surprise...A brand new
be sold
is scheduled
the Christmas assortment in Europe

Bear

to

dark.

in

this Christmas! If you live in the USA
and you want
go ahead and get
from the dealers, you can. But,
you can wait, the new Polar Bear
WILL
sold retail in the U.S. around
Christmas 1999.

The

Sometime around this month, you
should be able to buy the Holiday
color variations or the neon colored
Eye directly from PEZ Candy Inc.
via the PEZ webpage. The address
will be
is WWW.PEZ.com and
up and running any day now. (See
the picture of these "PEZ
offered" neon items on page 10.)

it

September 1998...
Also, anyday now a revised Miss

Piggy and Kermit
the stores.
up

in

will

be showing

October 1998...
The new Nintendo Mario dispens-

ers should start appearing in
Canada and Europe. Don't expect
them to

come

to the US.

October 1998...

The Halloween line for this year will
feature an all new Pumpkin. The
head is one third larger, and is
missing most of the green stalk/leaf

are 4 new Star
Wars characters scheduled for
release next April. The new characters we will most likely see are: Luke,

Leia, Ewok, and either Boba Fett or

asked PEZ about
rule with Luke
and Leia. Although they wouldn't
confirm which characters will be
made, they said that it will be
interesting to see how they get around
Jabba the Hut

|

breaking the "no human"

the no human rule. (Basically, you can
make
likeness
a character without representing the actor that played
that part.) | suggested that Luke could
be wearing a helmet. PEZ Candy
"...that
personnel laughed and
would be an interesting idea." (| personally took that as a yes.) PEZ did
say that "If one of the proposed

a

of

said

characters works as

it

it

was

will be a very fantastic
planned,
piece." | said "Do you mean like full
body Jabba?" They said "No nothing like that, but one of the nicest
items in awhile."

licensed items from M & J
are still ago. The Peter PEZ

currently being advertised
is Shop
magazine, and the

in Toy

snowdome, salt & pepper shakers
and other items are soon to follow.

See picture on page

Spring 1999...

GREAT NEWS! There

new

Variety

bank

be

September 1998...

date...

Unknown

it
if

to

Summer 1999...
new series of Warner Brothers
dispensers are set to join that
popular line. Pending final design
approval, the Warner Bros. Sport
dispensers will be available in the
summer. | haven't been told what
characters will be included, but they
will be getting baseball hats,
sunglasses etc. | have heard that

A

Bugs, Taz, Sylvester and possibly
other character are set for the
change. These new itemswill be sold
1

worldwide.

Summer 1999...
The Limited.Edition Psychedelic Eye
will NO LONGER
available after the
first half of next year! After it is
retired, a new Limited Edition
dispenser will take it’s place. PEZ is
still keeping this one a secret.

Unknown

date...

11.

store

in
While at the BIG FUN
Cleveland, the owner told us that he
was working on a deal to produce a
metal PEZ lunchbox! He hadn't
finalized the design yet, but he said
he would like to see the PEZ Pals
on one side, (possible the Bride &
Groom) and maybe some Psychedelic Eyes around the edges. The
word from PEZ... "A deal like this
is in the works, but | [spokesman]
don't know exactly who
going to
do it or when this item would be
available."

is

be

Summer 1999...
The current superheros dispensers will
be changing next year. First, the Hulk

Thanks to Chris Deiterly, publisher
of the
for help with many of the scoops on
this page. Be sure to get his next PEZ
price guide for more info and pictures
of these new dispensers!
©
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